Currently there exists little support to specify and control the execution of a large number of experiments required for performance oriented development of scientific applications. We have developed a new directive based language called ZEN for the specification of wide sets of synthetic experiments in the context of large scale parameter and performance studies of parallel applications. We report experimental results for the performance analysis of an ocean simulation application and for the parameter study of a computational finance code.
INTRODUCTION
The development and execution management of scientific applications in complex, heterogeneous and nondedicated distributed architectures, ranging from clusters to widely distributed Grid architectures, is a tedious, time consuming and error prone undertaking.
On the one hand, scientists and engineers commonly perform large scale parameter studies to obtain solution information from their applications for wide varieties of input parameter values. On the other hand, the development of high performance parallel applications involves many cycles of code editing, performance tuning, code execution, software testing and performance analysis. Many useful performance metrics, such as scalability, speedup, or efficiency, may require the investigation of numerous problem and machine sizes for different compiler options or target architectures. To this date, researchers are forced to manually create their parameter studies, manage many different input data sets, launch a large number of program compilations and executions, administer the result files, invoke performance analysis tools to derive performance metrics, or relate performance data back to experiments and code regions.
In this paper we describe the ZEN directive based language for the specification of arbitrarily complex experiments in the context of special purpose experiment management tools, such as parameter study and performance analysis. The advantage of the directive based approach against an external script (Abramson et al., 1995) is the ability to specify the experiments at a finer granularity (e.g., associate local scopes to directives, parameterise local variables, evaluate index bounds or parallel iteration schedules for individual loops). The language directives are comment based (in the Fortran HPF and OpenMP style) and therefore, ignored by the compilers that are not aware of their semantics.
ZEN defines four types of simple directives. Substitute and assign directives allow flexible specification of arbitrary application parameters through string substitution, and the insertion of assignment statements at specific locations in the code, respectively. This enables the user to specify value ranges for any problem, system, or machine parameter, including program variables, file names, compiler options, target machines, machine sizes, parallel loop scheduling strategies, or data distributions. Constraint directives are used to restrict the number of experiments to a meaningful subset. Performance directives are defined to gather a wide range of metrics, with no need of altering the original source code with instrumentation probes. The scope of the ZEN directives can be restricted to arbitrary application files or code regions.
We have implemented the ZENTURIO experiment management tool (Prodan and Fahringer, 2004 ) that employs the ZEN language for performance and parameter studies of parallel applications on cluster and Grid architectures. Through a graphical portal, the user inputs the application files, together with the compilation command, the execution command and the target machine on which to run the experiments. An Experiment Generator service parses application files annotated with ZEN directives and generates appropriate experiments based on the semantics of the directives. The experiments are then sequentially transferred to an Experiment Executor service on the target machine for compilation and execution. The Experiment Executor has been interfaced with various batch job schedulers, including fork, Condor (Litzkow et al., 1988) , Globus Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM), Dynamically Updated Request Online Coallocator (DUROC) (Czajkowski et al., 1988) , Load Leveler, Load Sharing Facility (LSF) (Zhou, 1992) , Portable Batch System (PBS) (Veridian Systems, 2005) , Maui (Cluster Resources, Inc., 2005) and the Sun Grid Engine (Sun Microsystems, 2005) . Upon the completion of each experiment, the output files and the performance data are automatically stored into a relational experiment data repository. An Application Data Visualiser is designed to automatically formulate SQL queries for crossexperiment analysis and visualisation.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The next section discusses related work. Section 3 presents the ZEN language in detail. Section 4 briefly delineates the design of the ZENTURIO experiment management system. Two performance and parameter study experiments are presented in Section 5. The paper ends with some concluding remarks in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Our work on a language specification for automatic crossexperiment analysis is centred on three different research areas: scientific experiment management, performance analysis and parameter studies.
The ZOO project (Ioannidis et al., 1996) has been initiated to support scientific experiment management based on a desktop experiment management environment. ZOO defines a clear lifecycle of experiment studies, which iterates through three steps: experiment design, data collection and data exploration. Experiments are set up by using an object oriented data description language. Input data can be provided through a special experiment database. A transformation mechanism maps the contents of a database to application specific input and output files. In contrast to ZOO, ZEN is not restricted to input files but enables the parameterisation within arbitrary files, including source files, makefiles, job execution scripts, or input data files.
The Paradyn performance analysis tools (Karavanic and Miller, 1997) support experiment management through a representation of the execution space of performance experiments, techniques for the quantitative comparison of several experiments and performance diagnoses based on dynamic instrumentation. Experiments (by varying problem and machine size parameters) have to be set up manually, whereas performance analysis is done automatically for every experiment.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) developed an automated benchmarking tool set (Courson et al., 2000) to reduce the manual effort of running and analysing the results of parallel benchmarks. A data collection and storage module implements a central repository for the collection of performance data. A visualisation module provides an integrated mechanism to analyse and visualise the data stored in the repository. An experiment control module assists the user in designing and executing the experiments. Unlike in ZEN, the experiment specification is restricted to predefined parameters (therefore not extensible) available through a special purpose graphical user interface.
SKaMPI (Reussner et al., 1998) provides a benchmarking environment for MPI codes with the goal of analysing the runtime of MPI operations. A fixed set of measurements, machine and problem size parameters can be controlled through a planning script. A public performance database allows the storage of benchmark data and the interactive comparison of various MPI performance aspects across different implementations and platforms. The work has a narrow focus on comparative benchmarking of various MPI implementations.
Nimrod (Abramson et al., 1995) is a tool that manages the execution of parameter studies across distributed computers. An experiment is specified through a declarative plan file which describes the parameters, their default values and the commands necessary for performing the work. Nimrod generates one job for each unique parameter combination from the parameter value cross product. Parameterisations are restricted to global parameters.
Instead of using a language based approach, the ILab project (Yarrow et al., 2000) controls parameter studies through a graphical user interface. Value sets can be specified by enumeration lists or by min:max:inc patterns. Masking of parameter values is supported via PERL scripts. ILab is restricted to input files and cannot control program variables or any other language specific parameters.
THE ZEN DIRECTIVE BASED LANGUAGE
ZEN is a directive based language designed to specify arbitrarily complex synthetic experiments for parameter studies and crossexperiment performance analysis of parallel scientific applications. So called ZEN directives are program comments that can be inserted into any source file to specify value ranges for arbitrary application parameters. The advantage of the directive based approach over an external script is the ability to specify experiments at a more detailed granularity (e.g., associate local scopes to directives, restrict parameterisation to specific local variables, evaluate different scheduling alternatives for individual loops, or various distribution options for local parallel arrays). The ZEN directives do not require source code modification and do not change the semantics of the code, as they are ignored by language processors that are not aware of their semantics. The ZEN directives are designed as language independent and therefore can be applied in the context of any programming language. A key issue in designing ZEN was the desire to express a large number of experiments using a small number of compact directives (see Section 3.1). Constraint directives are introduced to control and avoid meaningless experiments that could be generated by the crossproduct of the parameter sets defined. The scope of the ZEN language is not restricted to parameter studies. ZEN performance directives allow the user to specify a wide variety of metrics to be collected for arbitrary program regions.
ZEN sets
A key goal in designing the ZEN language was to express wide value ranges for application parameters using a compact and practical syntax. For this purpose, this section introduces a special standalone language construct called ZEN set.
Definition 3.1:
A ZEN set is a totally ordered set of (integer or real) numbers or strings, with a well defined syntax and a well defined evaluation function ε, defined by the equation (1). An element of a ZEN set is called ZEN element.
The ZEN sets have the following regular expression based syntax: 
Let · denote the string concatenation operator, also referred to in the following, using one blank character. Let P denote the power set and R the set of real numbers. The semantics (i.e., the concrete set of elements) of a ZEN set is given by the evaluation function: 
where string denotes an arbitrary string, P(string) denotes the set of strings and the function ε is defined in Figure 1 .
Informally, an elem construct of a ZEN set can be:
• a regular real number (see Example 3.1, equation (2) (4) and (6)). The stride is optional and has a default value of one, therefore: ε (low:up) = ε (low:up:1)
• a composite element comp-elem that alternates multiple sets of numbers denoted as zen-num-set, with multiple ZEN strings denoted as zen-string. The composite element is evaluated for a set of ZEN elements by computing the cross product of the zen-num-sets and replacing each zen-num-set with the corresponding tuple element (see Example 3.1, equations (7), (9), (11) and (13)). The zen-string elements must obey the syntax defined by the evaluation function s ε in Figure 1 , which can be informally translated to the following rules:
• commas inside a zen-string must be prefixed by one '\' character which distinguishes them from the value delimiters of a : ( \, ) , , 
The total order of the ZEN elements, denoted by the
is given by the following ordering rules, which are formally depicted in Figure 2 too: The order of the comma separated elements is the enumeration order (see Example 3.1, equations (2), (3), (7), (10) and 13)
The element order specified by a low: up:stride value range pattern is the element sequence from low to up with the increment stride (see Example 3.1, equations (4), (6), (12) and (13)) The cross product tuples are ordered lexicographically (see Example 3.1, equations (9), (11) and (13)). 
.
The total order of ZEN sets is used by the ZEN index constraint directive, which will be introduced in Section 3.1.
ZEN directives

Definition 3.3:
A ZEN directive is a comment line that starts with the prefix ZEN$.
Example 3.2: (Sample ZEN directives in various languages)
The characters that mark the beginning (and eventually the end) of a comment are the only programming language specific features of ZEN. Example 3.2 shows six sample ZEN directives valid, in descending order, in the context of the following programming languages: Fortran90, Fortran77, C++ (or Java), C, Lisp and shell scripting language. The ZEN language defines four categories of directives:
• substitute directives (see Section 3.7)
• assignment directives (see Section 3.4) assign a ZEN set to an application parameter. Each ZEN element of the ZEN set represents an experimental value for the corresponding parameter
• constraint directives (see Section 3.9) define Boolean conditions over multiple ZEN variables which restricts the set of possible experiments to a meaningful subset • performance directives (see Section 3.10) are used to request a wide variety of performance metrics for specific code regions.
Every ZEN directive d, except the assignment directive, is associated with a scope denoted by scope(d), which refers to the code region to which the directive is applied.
Definition 3.4:
A ZEN variable is an arbitrary application parameter defined by a ZEN substitute or a ZEN assignment directive. A ZEN variable is a sequence of characters that must obey the following syntax constraints:
• equality and blank characters must be prefixed by a '\' character, which distinguishes them from the assignment character and eventual neighbouring blank characters in a ZEN directive (e.g., count\=4 in Example 5.1) • arithmetical (+, -, *, /, %, ^), relational (==, !=, <, >, <=, >=) and logical(!, &&, ||) operators, as well as left and right parentheses must be prefixed by a '\' character, which distinguishes them from the parentheses and the operators of a ZEN constraint; (e.g., BLOCK\ ( 4 \ ) in Example 3.4).
In the following, several definitions which express the semantics of the ZEN directives are presented.
Definition 3.5:
The value set of a ZEN variable z, denoted by V z , is the totally ordered ZEN set (S, ≺) associated with z: c = ε(S), where the value function ε and the operator ≺ have been defined in Section 3.1.
The need for the total order of the ZEN variable value set will be addressed in Section 3.9.
Definition 3.6: An arbitrary file F (e.g., source, input data, makefile) augmented with a set of ZEN directives is called ZEN file, denoted as F(z 1 , …, z n ), where z i are the ZEN variables defined by the ZEN directives of F, ∀i ∈ [1..n]. A ZEN file instance denoted as F′(e 1 , …, e n ), where
, is an instantiation of the ZEN file F, obtained by instantiating each ZEN variable with one ZEN element from its value set.
Informally, a ZEN file represents a parameterised application file. A ZEN file instance instantiates each application parameter of the ZEN file with one concrete parameter value. For instance, example 3.3 illustrates an excerpt of a ZEN file that is denoted as F (NUMTHREADS ( 4 ) ).
In the cases when the ZEN variables are irrelevant, the ZEN files and the ZEN file instances will be simply denoted as F, respectively F′.
ZEN transformation system
The generation of the ZEN file instances described by a ZEN file is performed by the ZEN transformation system depicted in Figure 3 . The ZEN transformation system can be seen as a source to source language processor. The scanner and parser modules examine the ZEN directives and construct an abstract syntax tree representation of the ZEN file. The code generator is different from a conventional compiler unparser, as it commonly generates a possibly large number of ZEN file instances. The code generation rules are specified by the semantics of the ZEN directives that annotate the ZEN file. The number of the ZEN file instances is given by the cardinality of the value set of the ZEN file which will be defined in Section 3.8.
Figure 3 The ZEN transformation system
The ZEN variables can be of three different types: integer, real and string. Introducing the integer and real types along side string (which otherwise would have sufficed) is motivated by the value set constraints which will be described Section 3.9.
Definition 3.7:
The type τ of a ZEN variable z is determined by the ZEN transformation system in the parsing phase based on the values of the associated ZEN elements, as follows:
real e V e is number e is z string e V e is zen string e is number
The ZEN substitute directive employs a conventional macroprocessor based string replacement mechanism to overwrite application parameters with value instances of interest within ZEN files. This is expressed by assigning a ZEN set to a ZEN variable. This directive is commonly employed to examine various language specific parallelisation patterns, like e.g., problem and machine sizes, data distributions, or loop iteration scheduling strategies. The scope of the global substitute directive comprises the entire ZEN file where the directive is defined. The global substitute directive has the following syntax:
subset directive zen zen set zen var
The ZEN transformation system replaces all the occurrences in the entire file of the name of a ZEN variable z with one element e ∈ V z . It is the task of the user to verify that the global substitution produces a correct outcome. Eventual erroneous substitutions usually produce subsequent file compilation errors or faulty application executions.
Example 3.3: (OpenMP parallel region)
OpenMP (Dagum and Menon, 1998 ) is a directive based language which represents the defacto standard for programming shared memory architectures. One typical optimisation problem for OpenMP applications is to determine the optimal number of threads which execute a parallel region, expressed by the NUMTHREADS clause of the PARALLEL directive. The global ZEN substitute directive illustrated in Example 3.3 substitutes the string NUMTHREADS(4) with the ZEN elements from the set:
As a result, four ZEN file instances are generated, each one executing the loop using a different number of parallel threads. Note that the code shown in this Example is semantically valid for both ZEN aware and ZEN unaware compilers (i.e., that understand or ignore the ZEN directives). The OpenMP parallel regions generated within each ZEN file instance are depicted in Table 1 . 
F′ (NUM_THREADS(4)) !$OMP PARALLEL NUM_THREADS (4)
Local substitute directive
It often occurs in practice that the user needs to apply a parameter substitution to a specific restricted code region, for instance, to a certain OpenMP loop from a file that contains many other loops. The local ZEN substitute directive restricts the scope of the global version to a specific region of the ZEN file through the following syntax:
The local substitute directives can be nested. High Performance Fortran Forum (1997) is a directive based language designed in the late 1990s to improve the productivity of writing data parallel programs. Despite failing the general acceptance in the scientific community due to the lack of performance delivered compared to MPI, HPF deserves further attention as a high productivity paradigm for programming next generation computing architectures (Sterling and Zima, 2002) .
Example 3.4: (HPF array and independent loop distributions)
To examine the scalability of HPF programs, the user commonly varies the number of parallel processors expressed through a PROCESSORS directive. The HPF code shown in Example 3.4 defines an 8 × 8 two dimensional processor array. The local ZEN substitute directive d 1 causes the replacement of all the occurrences of the string 'P(8,8)' with every element in the associated value set: (10,4), P(12,2), P(12,4), P(14,2) , P(14,4)}.
Beyond the specification of appropriate machine sizes, the array distribution is another nontrivial optimisation that can significantly influence the overall performance of the parallel HPF applications. The local ZEN substitute directive d2 in Example 3.4 defines a ZEN variable BLOCK( 4 ) with the value set:
CYCLIC (10), CYCLIC(20)} Every ZEN element represents a potentially good array distribution that substitutes the original BLOCK(4) distribution.
The ZEN substitute directive can be similarly employed to examine different options of the HPF REDISTRIBUTE directive.
The HPF ON and the ON HOME directives allow the programmer to control the distribution of the computation across the processors of a parallel machine. The ON HOME directive requests that the work distribution of a parallel loop be derived according to an array section provided as argument. Such loops often contain references to array elements that are distributed using various irregular patterns for which is hard to figure out the optimal distribution of iterations. Example 3.4 defines an HPF INDEPENDENT loop which accesses the elements of two arrays A and B. The local ZEN substitute directive d3 specifies two different schedules for the loop iteration i: the processor A(i) and the processor B(I(i)). The local substitute directive ensures that the string A(i) is replaced only in the INDEPENDENT directive and not further in the parallel loop.
Homonym ZEN variables
Appropriate scheduling of parallel loops is another critical optimisation decision for OpenMP parallel programs. Example 3.5 contains two OpenMP parallel loops for which various scheduling strategies are examined by means of ZEN directives.
Example 3.5: (OpenMP loop scheduling)
The global ZEN substitute directives d1 examine STATIC and DYNAMIC scheduling strategies, combined with different chunk sizes for all the parallel loops of the ZEN file. STATIC scheduling means that the iterations are assigned to all the parallel threads (i.e., four in this example) statically, before the parallel loop starts its execution. DYNAMIC scheduling means that each thread dynamically receives a new set of iterations after it finishes the iterations assigned (Dagum and Menon, 1998) . The chunk size indicates the number of loop iterations to be scheduled atomically. The directive d1 replaces the original OpenMP scheduling clause STATIC with every ZEN element e ∈ V STATIC in different ZEN file instances.
The local ZEN directive d2 has the scope restricted to the parallel loop directive d3. The GUIDED scheduling means that the iteration space is divided into scheduling pieces, where the size of each successive piece is exponentially decreased (Dagum and Menon, 1998) .
One can notice in this example that the ZEN directives d1 and d2 define two ZEN variables that have identical name STATIC. Despite their identical name, the two ZEN variables are distinct, each one having its own scope and value set. Intentionally or not, such situations often happen in practice and need special care which is the subject of this section. In this example, keeping the default STATIC distribution for both parallel loops, as also a semantically proper ZEN variable naming (i.e., STATIC), may be of importance for the user. ,
where the union of two totally ordered value sets has been defined in Definition 3.2.
A ZEN variable z is therefore characterised by the:
• textual name denoted in the following as ν(z)
• ZEN directive d which assigns a value set V z to z • ZEN file F which contains the directive d.
The following conventions for naming ZEN variables hold for the remainder of the thesis:
• if no homonym ZEN variable has been defined, the plain textual name of the ZEN variable is used • if other homonym ZEN variables have been defined, the ZEN variable is referred through its textual name subscripted with a unique ZEN directive identifier. Therefore, the directive d2 from Example 3.5 defines the following value set for the ZEN variable STATIC d2 :
The substitute directive must be used with care, as it might replace undesired occurrences of the ZEN variable in the corresponding scope. For instance, if the variable D in Example 3.6 must be substituted in a given scope, then every occurrence of this character would be replaced, even in keywords such as DO or END. This problem is particularly critical for shortly named variables (e.g., one character long) that are commonly used by the programmers (even as global external variables), which are problematic or simply inconvenient to be renamed. To overcome this limitation and give the user extra flexibility, the ZEN assignment directive is introduced.
ZEN assignment directive
The ZEN assignment directive is used to insert assignment statements to ZEN files. Its purpose is to indicate all the values of interest for a specific program variable, which must be defined in the context of the directive location in the ZEN file. Formally, a ZEN assignment directive assigns a ZEN set to a ZEN variable using the following syntax (where zen-var has been defined in Section 3.4 and ZEN-set in Section 3.1):
assign_directive is ASSIGN zen-var = zen-set The ZEN transformation system, introduced in Section 3.3, textually replaces a ZEN assignment directive with a statement which assigns one element e ∈ V z to the ZEN variable z. The assignment statement must conform to the syntax of programming language in which the ZEN file is written. For example, if the ZEN file represents a C program, the assignment statement must adhere to the C language syntax. The ZEN transformation system does not apply any type checking or examine whether the (ZEN) variable has been declared in the scope of the directive. An eventual 'variable not found' syntax error will be detected by a subsequent compilation of the ZEN file instance.
Example 3.6: (Shortly named ZEN variables)
The ZEN assignment directive d in Example 3.6 assigns seven values to a ZEN variable D that represents the upper bounds of the immediately following DO loop:
6 , 2 7 ,2 8 , 2 9 , 2 10 , 2 11 ,2 12 }.
Note that the code is semantically valid for both ZEN aware and ZEN unaware compilers. The ZEN aware compilers replace the ZEN directive with an assignment statement that assigns one element e ∈ V D to the (ZEN) variable D. In this example the default assignment s becomes redundant and is subject for compiler deadcode elimination. Also note that using a substitution in place of the assignment directive would also replace the character D in the keyword DO which would produce an erroneous program.
Multi-dimensional value set
It is clear that one ZEN directive implies a number of ZEN file instances equal to the cardinality of the value set defined. This section describes how multiple ZEN directives defined within a single ZEN file impact on the ZEN file instances generated.
Definition 3.9:
The multidimensional value set of n distinct ZEN variables z 1 , …, z n , denoted as V(z 1 , …, z n ), is the cross product of their value sets:
The value set of a ZEN file
, or simply by V F , is the entire set of ZEN file instances generated from the multidimensional value set of its ZEN variables:
For instance, Example 3.5 defines two ZEN directives d1 and d2, whose multidimensional value set is given by the cross product of their value sets:
with the cardinality: 
or simply by A′ is a set of ZEN file instances which instantiate each ZEN file of the ZEN application:
The value set of a ZEN application, denoted in the following by V (A(F 1 , . .., F n )) or simply by V A , is the set of application instances generated by the cross product of the value sets of its constituent ZEN files:
ZEN constraint directive
The plain cross product of the value sets often produces a large number of ZEN element combinations that have no useful practical meaning. The consequence can be a dramatic increase in the number of experiments and the time needed to conduct them, for instance, in the context of a parameter study. The ZEN constraint directive is introduced with the purpose of filtering the meaningless or irrelevant parameter combinations from the multidimensional value set. Similarly to the substitute directive, the ZEN constraint directives can have global and local scopes. The local ZEN constraint directives can also be nested. The term b-expr refers to a Boolean expression which contains constants and ZEN variables as operands. The set of arithmetical operators allowed in a b-expr is: {+,-,*,/,%,^}, the set of relational operators: {==,!=,<,>,<=,>=} and the set of logical operators: {!,&&,||}. The symbols % and ^ denote the modulo, respectively the power operators. The operators assume the standard mathematical associativity which can be overwritten by using parentheses. The arithmetical operators have precedence over the relational operators, which have precedence over the logical operators. An arithmetical operation over a set of integers produces an integer result. An operation over a set of mixed integers and real numbers produces a real result. There are two types of ZEN variables that can appear in a ZEN constraint:
• local ZEN variables that must be defined in the scope of the ZEN constraint • external ZEN variables that must be globally defined in a different ZEN file, referred by prefixing the ZEN variable with the ZEN file name followed by a colon (see Example 5.3).
A constraint directive d, which defines the Boolean expression bool-expr (zen-var 1 , …, zen-var n ), holds for every ZEN variable in the scope of the directive with the name in {zen-var 1 , …, zen-var n }. If there exist homonym ZEN variables in the scope of the directive with the name in {zen-var 1 , …, zen-var n }, the following set of constraints is generated:
where ν(z i ) is the textual name of a ZEN variable, as defined in Section 3.6.
The ZEN constraint directive defines two types of constraints which depend on the type of the ZEN variables involved (see Definition 3.7):
• value set constraint defines a Boolean expression over a set of ZEN variables of type integer and real (see Section 3.9.1) • index domain constraint defines a Boolean expression over a set of ZEN variables of any type, including string (see Section 3.9.2).
Value set constraint. The value set constraint, indicated by the VALUE clause of the ZEN constraint directive, defines a Boolean expression over a set of ZEN variables of types, integer and real. The type of a ZEN variable has been defined in Definition 3.7. Assuming that D represents the size of a three dimensional array and P the number of the available processors onto which the array is distributed, the constraint restricts the value set to those combinations which need less than 40 megabytes on each processor.
Index domain constraints. While the value set constraint
Boolean expression is meaningful to be defined over a set of ZEN variables of types, integer and real, it is problematic to comprise ZEN variables of the type, string. For this reason, the value set of a ZEN variable has been defined as a totally ordered set (see Definition 3.5) that associates a well defined index with each ZEN element, as specified by the following Definition. 
The index function: ϑ -1 :V z →I z is the inverse of the value function.
The ZEN directives defined in the Example 3.7 shown in the previous section define the following index sets and value functions: ; I P = {1,2,3};
The index domain constraint, indicated by the INDEX clause of the ZEN constraint directive, defines a Boolean expression over the index domains of the ZEN variables involved. 
Example 3.8: (Local index domain constraint)
Parameter studies (Abramson et al., 1995; Yarrow et al., 2000) are applications that are executed for different input parameters to examine their effect on the corresponding output results. In a typical scenario, the output parameter values are written to a distinct output file for every experiment. Example 3.8 gives a scenario how ZEN directives can be employed to manage such parameter studies. The local ZEN substitute directives are used to specify the different input and output data files to be used in each experiment. The local ZEN constraint directive associates every input file with a correct output file which avoids invalid input and output file combinations:
Thus, 100 ZEN file instances are generated (instead of 100 × 100 = 10,000), each of them reading the data from and writing the data to different input and output files.
The following Definition redefines the multidimensional value set, initially introduced in Definition 3.9, to take the ZEN constraints into consideration. Definition 3.14: The multidimensional value set of a set of ZEN variables z 1 , ..., z n is defined as the set of tuples that are both value-valid and index-valid: For performance oriented program development, the user commonly requires information about the performance of specific code regions, such as the overall execution time, the number of cache misses, the communication time, the synchronisation time, or the floating point operations/ second. The ZEN language supports the specification of performance metrics to be measured for specific code regions through the ZEN performance directive. In contrast to the other directives that have general applicability, the ZEN performance directive is only meaningful in the context of parallel applications. The parallel programming paradigms supported are MPI, OpenMP and HPF.
The scope of the ZEN performance directive can be global for the entire ZEN file or can be limited to a local code region:
The ZEN performance directive defines two clauses associated with two sets of mnemonics:
• Code region mnemonics (cr_mnem), associated with the CR clause, define the code regions within the scope of the directive that are going to be instrumented • Performance metric mnemonics (pm_mnem), associated with the PMETRIC clause, define the performance metrics to be measured for the indicated code regions. Let d ∈ F denote a ZEN performance directive that specifies a set of n code regions and p performance metric mnemonics. The set of performance measurements defined by d and denoted as M(d) is given by the cross product of the two mnemonic lists:
M d pm mnem r r is cr mnem
Informally, a global performance directive d collects performance metrics for all the code regions of the ZEN file that contains d. The code region types are specified in the CR clause and the performance metrics in the PERF clause of d. The local performance directive restricts the performance metrics and the code regions to the corresponding local scope. The local performance measurement directives can also be nested.
Example 3.9: (ZEN performance directive) Example 3.9 is an excerpt of a hybrid OpenMP and MPI parallel program that defines one global ZEN performance directive d1, one local ZEN performance directive d2, the entire program code region CR_P and two local OpenMP parallel loops CR_OMPPA and CR_OMPDO. The metrics specified by the two ZEN performance directives are the wallclock time WTIME, the data movement ODATA (i.e., the MPI communication time), the level two data cache misses L2_DCM and the control of parallelism (i.e., OpenMP fork, join, loop scheduling and barrier).
The following set of performance measurements are generated by this example, given the directive nests displayed:
The implementation of the ZEN performance directive is based on the SCALEA (Truong and Fahringer, 2003) instrumentation engine and overhead analysis tool built on top of the Vienna Fortran Compiler (Benkner, 1999) . SCALEA supports approximately 50 code regions and 40 performance metric mnemonics for the OpenMP, MPI and HPF programming paradigms.
Definition 3.16
Let M(A) denote the set of a performance measurements of a ZEN application defined through ZEN performance directives:
An experiment is a tuple (A′,M) that associates a ZEN application instance A′ ∈ V A with a target execution machine M. A performance data is a function which quantifies each performance measurement for one experiment:
) is the image of the performance data function projected to the subdomain M(A) × A′.
Informally, a performance study experiment associates an experiment with the complete set of performance data collected from the application, as specified by the complete set of ZEN performance directives.
Parameter study experiment
This section uses the opportunity to define a parameter study experiment as the natural side effect of the formalism presented in this chapter. and Im(∈) = ∈(OP(A)) is the image of the output data function. Definition 3.17 illustrates that the target execution machine of a parameter study experiment is irrelevant.
The experiment generation algorithm
The ZEN constraints act as a filter over the cross product of the ZEN variable value sets. This section introduces an efficient algorithm for generating the valid tuples of ZEN elements, as defined by the multidimensional value set in Definition 3.14. The problem is described by the following input and output data of the algorithm: 
An algorithm which tests according to definition 3.14, all the p constraints for all the tuples of the cross product V 1 × … × V n , has a mathematical complexity of O of p times⋅n power of o, where o denotes the average cardinality of the value sets. This complexity can be reduced by shifting the focus from the value sets to the ZEN constraints, which are likely to be defined over a smaller subset of ZEN variables. By doing so, the invalid tuples are filtered from the very beginning, which avoids further unnecessary and redundant constraint tests. The complexity of the algorithm is reduced to ( ) o O p n ⋅ , where n represents the average number of ZEN variables in a ZEN constraint logical expression. Obviously, the improvement is due to the fact that . n n < ( , , ) and ( , , ) .
The composition operation ⊕ between two tuples is defined as illustrated in Figure 5 , where:
The composition operator ⊕ has the following properties:
is an Abelian group, where 
log -expr log -expr 
Algorithm:
The experiment generation algorithm works according to the workflow depicted in Figure 6 , where:
• I 1 is the cross product of the value sets of the ZEN variables referred by the constraint γ 1 : 
E is the multidimensional value set obtained by applying the composition operator to the valid tuple elements of the cross product E 1 × … × E p × I: Based on the Lemma 3.1, the tuples belonging to the set E are valid, therefore, 
Since |I 1 | = |I 2 | = 10 4 and |E 1 | = |E 2 | = 10 2 , the experiment generation algorithm evaluates 3 ⋅ 10 4 constraints. In contrast, a straight forward algorithm, which evaluates both ZEN constraints on all the tuples of the cross product A × B × C according to the definition 3.14, performs 2 ⋅ 10 6 constraint evaluations.
ZENTURIO EXPERIMENT MANAGEMENT TOOL
We have implemented ZEN within the ZENTURIO experiment management tool for automatic performance and parameter studies of parallel applications on cluster and Grid architectures. Figure 7 shows the basic skeleton of this automatic tool. The input to ZENTURIO consists of a ZEN application (comprising all the application files, including source files, makefiles, execution scripts and input files), the compilation and the execution commands, the compilation and the execution directories and the name of the target machine (i.e., single host, parallel machine, Grid site) on which to execute the experiments. The typical compilation command is make, for which a makefile must be provided as an application file (possibly annotated with ZEN directives -see Example 5.3). After the user has input a ZEN application through a graphical User Portal, the remainder is processed automatically by ZENTURIO.
The ZEN application is first passed to the Experiment Generator service, sketched in Figure 8 . Each ZEN file of the ZEN application is parsed using the scanner and parser modules of the ZEN transformation system which produce an abstract syntax tree as presented in Section 3.3. The abstract syntax trees of all the ZEN files are then given as input to the experiment generation algorithm which calculates the set of valid ZEN element tuples, as presented in Section 3.12. The valid ZEN element tuples determine the set of valid ZEN application instances, whose underlying ZEN file instances are generated using the unparser module of the ZEN transformation system. A ZEN application instance is the foundation of an experiment, as formally defined in the definitions 3.16 and 3.17. The application instances generated are forwarded to the Experiment Executor that resides on the target machine, which automatically starts and monitors the experiments. We have interfaced the Experiment Executor with a variety of job queuing systems, including Fork, Condor (Litzkow et al., 1988) , Globus Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM), Dynamically-Updated Request Online Coallocator (DUROC) (Czajkowski et al., 1998) , Load Leveler, Load Sharing Facility (LSF) (Litzkow et al., 1988) , Portable Batch System (PBS) (Veridian Systems, 2005) , Maui (Cluster Resources, Inc., 2005) and the Sun Grid Engine (Sun Microsystems, 2005) . After the completion of each experiment, the Experiment Executor automatically stores the output files and the performance in the experiment data repository.
The User Portal displays an online view of the execution status (e.g., ready, compiling, queued, running, terminated) of all experiments generated. An Application Data Visualiser, based on the Askalon visualisation package (Fahringer et al., 2005 ) is used to formulate SQL queries against the data repository and visualise the crossexperiment variation of selected output and performance result as a function of any application parameters.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section we present two different experiments that we have designed to evaluate the ZENTURIO experiment management tool and the underlying ZEN language: a performance study of an ocean simulation kernel (see Section 5.1) and a parameter study of a backward pricing application (see Section 5.2).
Ocean simulation performance study
The Stommel model (Stommel, 1948) has been designed with the purpose of explaining the westward intensification of wind driven ocean currents. This section presents a performance study of a mixed OpenMP and MPI Fortran90 parallel implementation of the Stommel model. The experiments have been conducted on a Beowulf cluster consisting of 16 four way multiprocessor nodes interconnected through both Fast Ethernet and Myrinet networks. Dedicated access to the cluster nodes is managed by GRAM on top of the PBS job queuing system.
The following parameters have been specified through ZEN directives:
• The machine size consists of two dimensions:
• The number of threads per node is controlled by the NUMTHREADS clause of the OpenMP PARALLEL directive as already discussed in Example 3.3 (see Section 3.4) • The number of nodes is controlled through directives inserted in the Globus RSL script as illustrated in Example 5.1.
Each MPI experiment has been submitted as a single GRAM job type which allows us to choose between various local communication libraries. The count parameter in Example 5.1 is assigned a value equal to the number of nodes times the number of processors/node, which was necessary for persuading GRAM to allocate the correct number of nodes. The shell script script.sh used to start the MPI application (see Example 5.2) sets the maximum number of MPI processes/node to one through the MPI_MAX_CLUSTER_SIZE environment variable. One single MPI process/node leaves the intranode parallelisation to the OpenMP compiler • The performance metrics of interest for every experiment are the execution time and the communication overhead (i.e., the mnemonics WTIME and ODATA), which have been measured for the entire program and the outermost OpenMP loop (i.e., the mnemonics CRP and CROMPPA), as already shown in Example 3.9 (see Section 3.10). Only nine ZEN directives have been inserted in three files of this application to specify a total of 160 experiments: Figure 9 (a)) which is explained by the excessive MPI communication (see Figure 9(b) ). This problem size, however, scales well with the number of threads on a single node. For larger number of nodes, the number of threads does not influence the overall performance due to the large MPI communication overhead that dominates the intranode computation, parallelised using OpenMP. The same problem size scales much better over Myrinet (see Figure 9 (c)) which is due to the lower communication cost on the much faster Myrinet interconnection network (compared to Fast Ethernet). The 400 × 400 problem size shows a reasonable scaling behaviour until four multiprocessor nodes (see Figure 9(d) ). Using more nodes no longer improves the execution time substantially. The reason is the increased communication overhead and a decreasing ratio between the computation and the communication times (see Figure 9(e) ). For a smaller number of nodes, the computation to communication time ratio is high and therefore, the intranode OpenMP parallelisation yields a satisfactory speedup. Increasing the number of threads decreases the execution time, as expected. Similarly, this problem size scales well over the Myrinet network (see Figure 9 (f)).
Backward pricing parameter study
The backward pricing kernel is a parallel implementation of the backward induction algorithm which computes the price of an interest rate dependent financial product, such as a variable coupon bond. The algorithm is based on the Hull and White trinomial interest rate tree models for future developments of interest rates (Dockner and Moritsch, 1999) .
The application has been encoded such that it reads the input parameters from different input data files. We performed the parameter annotations for this study by inserting ZEN assignment directives in the source code immediately after the input parameter read statements, as shown in Example 5.5. The read statements become therefore deadcode and will be eliminated by subsequent compiler optimisation. The following four input parameters have been varied for this application:
• the coupon bond denoted by the ZEN variable coupon • the total price is the output parameter of this application, whose variation as a function of the four input parameters is the subject of the study.
A set of five ZEN directives have been inserted into one single source file to specify a total of 1,481 experiments that are automatically generated and conducted by ZENTURIO. The experiments have been submitted to the target execution Grid site using DUROC. To speed up the completion of this rather large parameter study suite, the Globus RSL script has been annotated with three Grid sites where the throughput of experiments may be split(see Example 5.6 and Figure 10 ):
• pc6163-c703.uibk.ac.at at the University of Innsbruck • gescher.vcpc.univie.ac.at at the University of Vienna • iris.gup.uni-linz.ac.at at the University of Linz. The constraint directive specifies that the experiments which satisfy the condition bond%coupon ≤ 0.03 shall be scheduled on pc6163-c703.uibk.ac.at, the experiments for which 0.04 ≤ bond%coupon ≤ 0.07 shall be scheduled on gescher.vcpc.univie.ac.at and the experiments having bond%coupon ≥ 0.08 shall be scheduled on iris.gup.uni-linz.ac.at. By splitting the experiment throughput onto three Grid sites, the completion time of the whole suite has been reduced by more than 50%. From the wide variety of visualisation diagrams automatically generated during this study, two samples are depicted in Figure 11 . The three dimensional surface in Figure 11 (a) shows the evolution of the total price as a function of the number of time steps and the coupon bond, which can be explained as follows:
• the price decreases with the maturity (number of time steps × length of time step), because the effect of discounting future payments increases (i.e., EU 100 in 20 years are less then EU 100 in 10 years), but only if the coupon is less than the interest rates (e.g., for 0.06, the coupon rate is greater than the interest rates)
• the price increases with coupon, because the higher the coupon rate is, the higher the future payments are
• for very large maturities, the price linearly depends on the coupon only.
Figure 11(b) shows the price evolution by varying the number of time steps and the length of one time step which can be interpreted as follows:
• the price decreases with the length of a time step, because a smaller payment number implies less money in the future • depending on the number of time steps, the price may in crease or decrease with the maturity, depending on how much the smaller number of payments are compensated by smaller discount effects.
Figure 11 Backward pricing parameter study results
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have described a new directive based experiment specification language called ZEN to support the development of automatic experiment management tools. Through a few ZEN directives inserted in arbitrary files (e.g., program, input, script, makefiles), we enable the specification of a broad set of experiments for large scale parameter and performance studies. The ZEN directives do not alter the source code with undesired instrumentation, since they are program comments and therefore ignored by compilers that are not aware of their semantics.
We have implemented the ZENTURIO (Prodan and Fahringer, 2004 ) experiment management tool that employs the ZEN language to specify large sets of experiments in the context of performance and parameter studies of parallel scientific applications. A graphical User Portal shields the user from intimate error prone manual activities, such as experiment preparation, code instrumentation, code and input/output file transfer to various target architectures, job compilation, execution and monitoring, data collection, analysis and visualisation. Scientists and engineers can therefore concentrate on the science rather than on the management of underlying experiment based infrastructure.
We have demonstrated the usefulness of ZEN and ZENTURIO for performance analysis of an ocean simulation kernel and for parameter study of a computational finance code.
ZEN and ZENTURIO are part of the Askalon programming environment and toolset (Fahringer et al., 2005 ) that supports the development cycle of applications on cluster and Grid architectures through programming paradigms and language specifications, execution management, fault tolerance, scheduling, resource brokerage, information systems, instrumentation, measurement, automatic bottleneck analysis and performance prediction.
